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Pingal Ekka studies in class 7 at Albert Ekka
Paramveer School. Pingal tells that earlier
he used to abuse and had developed other
bad habits. He did not find any interest in
sports or academics. But after Monkey
Sports intervention, he has started to
participate in sports and other co-curricular
activities organized in school. Most
importantly he has left all his bad habits.
Pingal says that he enjoys attending school
now and likes to play football and cricket.
Pingal also says that he has learnt several things because of monkey sports and wants
to implement these little learning in daily life to achieve his dreams.
Three years back his uncle brought him from his village so that he could receive a
quality education. His Uncle tells that Monkey sports training has helped Pingal in his
physcial development. His daily habits has improved and now he enjoys acdemics,
sports and even doing household chores. I want to thanks the Principal of school and
the Monkey sports trainer. I am optimistic about Pingal future as we are not just getting
a good student but also a good child.
Pingal's class teacher Bhairavi kumara mehto, has
been teaching in the school for last six years and
says that the environment is very open as
compared to other schools. She has always learnt
from the children as well. She continued to assert
that the children of this school could not get the
conducive environment at their homes while
playing which they get here after the intervention
of Monkey Sports. The attendance of students has
improved rapidly and now children looks very
eager to go to the playground. The
enthusiasm can be well seen as the students keep
on asking about Ravi sir’s (Monkey sports trainer) BHAIRAVI MAHTO
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arrival during breaks.
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